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23/02/15
Attention: Duncan Griffin
Organisation: PowerWater
Subject: Tropical Cyclone Lam Re: Elcho Island
Duncan,
PowerWater contacted us on the afternoon of the 19th (the day/night of cyclone Lam affecting
Elcho Island) requesting we be on standby for restoration work for the surrounding communities
including Elcho Island. This was requested by Peter Poole.

The morning of the 21st it became evident that we were required at Elcho island to assist with
helping bring the essential service back online to the community. Fred NT flew out to Elcho Island
3 men, two plumbers and one operator. On arrival it was confronting the impact that Galiwinku
beared by cyclone Lam (a Cat 4 cyclone, with winds up to 230KM/hr), trees were stripped of
foliage and uplifted, houses with roofs missing and power lines looking like a spiders web.
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Never the less PowerWater sure had things under control. Paul Bouchier & Craig Finck of
PowerWater, had the wheels in motion with assistance from their contractors, Power had been
restored to the southern end of town, water tanks filling and with a sense of coordination for the
next steps to take.
We (Fred NT) repaired water leaks through the town and on the production bore lines, we also
repaired sewage pump stations.

The local ESO Geoff had done an excellent job pre and post Cyclone Lam, ensuring the safety
and integrity of the water and power services of Galiwinku for the impact it was to embrace and
after the lavishing winds it beared upon his community.
All in all, from our perspective, but given this is the first hands on experience we have had with a
storm of this size, PowerWater in my opinion stood out from the rest towards recovery of services
to Galiwinku. PowerWater have a sound natural disaster backup management plan that is
affective and reassuring people won’t be left in the dark.

Regards,
Gary Tayler
Project Manager
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